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C O N C E R T  P R O G R A M

1_______Ferenc Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 11 – Apor Szüts (piano) 

2_______Ernest Bloch: Tarantella – Tamás Kökény (double bass), Apor Szüts (piano) 

3_______Marcel Tournier: Étude de Concert au Matin – Bettina Tóth (harp) 

4_______Béla Bartók: Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs – excerpts – Kármen Stephany
Boateng (piano) 

5_______Giovanni Bottesini: Tarantella – Tamás Kökény (double bass), 
Kármen Stephany Boateng (piano) 

6_______Ennio Morricone: Cinema Paradiso – Tamás Kökény (double bass), 
Kármen Stephany Boateng (piano) 

7_______Manuel de Falla: Ritual Fire Dance – Kármen Stephany Boateng, 
Apor Szüts (piano), Zoltán Sándor (violin), Bettina Tóth (harp), 
Tamás Kökény (double bass) 

I N T E R M I S S I O N

8_______Pablo de Sarasate: Zigeunerweisen – Zoltán Sándor (violin), Apor Szüts (piano) 

9_______Ferenc Liszt: Liebestraum – Tamás Kökény (double bass), Bettina Tóth (harp) 

10_______Niccolò Paganini: Moses Fantasy – Tamás Kökény (double bass), 
Zoltán Sándor (violin), Apor Szüts (piano) 5’

11_______Astor Piazzolla: Libertango – Sándor Zoltán (violin), Tamás Kökény
(double bass), Kármen Stephany Boateng, Apor Szüts (piano) 

12_______Leonard Bernstein: Mambo – Kármen Stephany Boateng (piano), 
Apor Szüts (piano) 

13_______John Williams: Schindler’s List – Tamás Kökény (double bass), 
Apor Szüts (piano) 

8_______Apor Szüts: Tango á la grotesque – Kármen Stephany Boateng, Apor Szüts (piano),
Zoltán Sándor (violin), Tamás Kökény (double bass) 

Transcriptions by: Apor Szüts (7, 9, 11, 12)       Musical Director: Zoltán Bolyky

A R M E L  O P E R A  F E S T I V A L
“ T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L  J O U R N E Y  O F  

V I R T U O S O S ”

The audience have heard this slogan often during the television broadcast of the Vir-
tuózok (Virtuosos) talent show, because in 2016 the Armel Opera Festival was again
one of the special sponsors of the most talented young musicians. The Armel Opera
Festival has offered competition winners the opportunity to make their debut in an 
acclaimed international concert hall, providing them a unique experience at the start of
their brilliant careers.
One of the awardees of the Armel Opera Festival, Tamás Kökény double-bassist, will make
his debut at Carnegie Hall, playing to a New York audience with his fellow musicians.



Tamás Kökény was born in Budapest in 1999. He began to play the violin at the age of 3 and received
his own instrument at 4. He began his musical studies at Józsefváros Music School at 6, and went on to
the Leo Weiner Music School. At 13, he exchanged the violin for the double bass. 
Currently he is a student of the Bartók Béla Conservatory.
In the summer of 2015 he had the opportunity to collaborate with internationally acclaimed artists,
such as violinist Yuri Bashmet and conductors Alondra De La Parra and Daniel Harding.
Tamás has participated in the first and second series of the Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show. On the
first occasion, he did not make it to the finals¬; however, in the second series he came out as not only
the winner in his age group, but also as number 1 virtuoso of the entire competition. This talent show
was Tamás’ first ever competition.

Thanks to his unique talent, he plays 12 instruments including the dulcimer, the violin and the double

bass, but wishes to pursue his studies and musical career as a double bassist.

KÖKÉNY
TA M Á S
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STEPHANY KÁRMEN

BOATENG
P I A N O

Stephany Kármen Boateng was born in 1998 in Hungary. She began her piano studies at the age of 6
at the Béla Vikár Elementary Institute of Art Education. Her talent showed early and in 2005 she was
awarded first prize at her very first competition. Since then she has achieved national and 
international success. 

2011 International Béla Bartók Piano Competition (Vienna) ¬– 3rd Prize         
2012 György Ferenczy Piano Competition of Hungarian Art Schools – 2nd Prize, 

and a concert invitation to the Chopin Centre in Poland.  
2013 International Mozart Piano Competition (Rome) – 2nd Prize; 3rd International Béla 

Bartók Piano Competition (Vienna) – 1st Prize
2016  22nd International Chopin Piano Competition for Young Pianists – 3rd Prize
2016 Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show, in which she reached the semi-finals and received 

the Audience Award.  
Stephany Kármen Boateng is currently a fifth-year student at the Pécs Secondary 
School of Art.

ZOLTÁN

SÁNDOR
V I O L I N

Zoltán Sándor was born in Hungary in 1996.
Inspired by his musician father, he began to play the violin at the age of 8, at the Tóth Aladár Music School. 
At 12 he was admitted to the Special School for Exceptional Young Talents at the Ferenc Liszt Academy
of Music, where he is currently studying. 
He reached the finals in the Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show Budapest in 2014. Since then he has had
the opportunity to perform together with acclaimed artists including Nigel Kennedy, with whom he
played in a duo Budapest on 14 December 2015. He also appeared on stage as the soloist of the Na-
tional Philharmonic Orchestra under the baton of Gergely Kesselyák, and he also played together with
Vadim Repin in the Palace of Arts in 2016. He gave a solo concert on 31 December 2015 in the Tokyo
Concert Hall and in the Osaka Symphony Hall on the following day. 

2005 Zoltán Kodály International Violin Competition, Galanta – 1st Prize
2006 National Violin Duo Competition for Schools of Music organized on the 

125th anniversary of Béla Bartók’s birth, Budapest – 2nd Prize
2006 Dezső Rados Violin Competition, Budapest – 1st Prize
2007 10th Alba Regia Competition for Chamber Music, Székesfehérvár – 3rd Prize
2008 International Zathureczky Memorial Competition, Budapest – 2nd Prize
2008 Jauno Zvaigznīšu Festival, Latvia – Gold Degree
2009  2nd Dezső Rados Violin Competition, Budapest – 1st Prize
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BETTINA

TÓTH
H A R P

Bettina Tóth was born in Hungary in 1997.  She started playing the harp at the age of 7 in Szeged.  
In 2014 she was a finalist in the Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show, which gave her motivation for 
wanting to become a harpist. 
Since the television talent show she has had the opportunity to play in the most prestigious concert
halls in Hungary and collaborate with the most acknowledged Hungarian orchestras as a soloist. 
After 2015 she pursued her musical studies at Bartók Béla Music Conservatory in Budapest.
She has participated in several master classes and has played for the greatest harpists including 
Isabelle Perrin, Letizia Belmondo, Marielle Normann, Manja Smith, Margit-Anna Süß, Milda Agazarian,
Elinor Benett, Svetlana Paramonova and Andrea Vigh. 

2006, 2009, 2012 and 2015 National Harp Competition, Budapest – 1ST Prize
2007 and 2010 Alba Regia National Chamber Competition, Székesfehérvár, Hungary – Golden Prize
2009 National Chamber Competition and Festival for Young Students (harp duo) 1st prize 

and the Grand Prize in 2012
2010 Marcel Tournier 2nd International Harp Competition, Italy – 1st Prize                                             
2012 International Harp Competition, Kiev – 1st Prize and 
2014 Suoni d’Arpa International Harp Competition, Italy –  4th Prize and Virtuózok (Virtuosos) 

talent show – Finalist
2016 Marcel Tournier 8th International Harp Competition, Italy – 2nd Prize

APOR 

SZÜTS
P I A N O

Apor Szüts was born in 1993 in Hungary. 
He hails from a family of musicians; his great-grandfather was Kossuth and Liszt Award-winning 
pianist Imre Ungár, and his grandfather István Ungár, a music teacher.
In addition to his sensitive, virtuoso piano playing, he has demonstrated his talent in composition, and
is also choral conductor of the Mandák Choir of the Cantor Training Institute in Fót. In 2012 he
founded ApOrchestra, a symphony orchestra, which he also conducts. He has participated in 
numerous competitions with excellent results as a pianist and composer. In 2014 he reached the 
semi-finals in the Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show, and has since then orchestrated several pieces
and composed the music for the finale of the TV show.  

2011 National Piano Competition, Békéscsaba – 2nd Prize
2012 International Piano Competition, Slovenia – 2nd Prize
2014 Key for the Future Opera Composition Competition, Hungary – Special Prize
2014 Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show, Budapest – Semi-finals
2015 Cantu International Piano Competition – Finals
2016 Beethoven Cadence Competition, Budapest – 1st Prize
Currently, he is in his last year at the Piano Department at the Ferenc Liszt Academy of Music.
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T H E  V I R T U O S O S

The Virtuosos classical music talent show started in 2014 and is
a worldwide unique production where only preparedness and
qualifications count. This program does not only focus on 
finding and introducing young talents, but also on helping
them achieve their dreams. The contestants perform classical
music -sometimes adaptations- accompanied by spectacular
show elements. And what is unique about the program that the
awarded prize winners and also the semifinalists are mentored
after the show. The Small Virtuosos Foundation is a guarantee
that the young musicians are not left alone.
The purpose is to support talented children, especially those who
are in need, through a scholarship system, talent management,
the organization of concerts in Hungary and abroad, a mentoring
program and the involvement of excellent teachers, to secure a
strong and supporting background for them. 
Success has resulted beyond all expectations, with the help of
our professional contacts and sponsors of the highest level of
musical life. The discovered young musicians have given 
concerts all over the world performing from the USA across
Europe to China. Even the world press (e.g. The New York
Times, Euronews) has recognized them. Also, such great artists
have started to give support like Placido Domingo. 
We believe that classical music makes people a richer and
more valuable person and gives the message that not only 
talent but hard work guarantee success. Virtuosos 3rd Season
starts in April in Hungary and will debut in the USA, China, and
Thailand later this year.



4_______Béla Bartók: Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs – excerpts

Béla Bartók (1881–1945) was a Hungarian composer, pianist and ethnomusicologist, a major collector
of Central-European folk music, one of the most significant composers of the 20th century. 
Fifteen Hungarian Peasant Songs is a summary of his collections dating from 1914 to 1918, revealing
many of the different strategies applied by Bartók in the adaptation of folk music. In his first 
concert-style piano pieces dedicated to Hungarian peasant music, Bartók not only selected the
melodies with special care, but also wanted to give his work a form, which, in terms of length, fitted in
with the Classical and Romantic repertoire pieces of his recitals. 
The first four compositions are arrangements of ancient sorrowful songs, followed by a scherzo, a
ballad and Variations on a Theme. They precede the old dance songs, the final five pieces of which will
be played by Kármen Stephany Boateng this evening.  

5_______Giovanni Bottesini: Tarantella
Giovanni Bottesini (1821–1889) was an Italian composer, conductor and double-bassist, whose skills
are often compared to the violinist Paganini’s virtuosity. Thanks to Bottesini’s contributions, the 
double-bass is regarded as a varied and versatile instrument. Musicians are fond of his works 
particularly because they highlight the technical and musical skills of the performer.
Tarantella is an Italian folk dance, characterized by a fast tempo usually in 6/8 time. The structure of
the piece allows the artist for the demonstration of the versatility of the instrument and his own 
virtuosity. The expression “tarantella” possibly originates from the Italian city of Taranto, or it could
refer to the sting of the tarantula spider, when the victim, in order to neutralize the toxin, dances to a
state near ecstasy. “If you are ever bitten by a tarantula grab the nearest bass and start playing – it
may very well save your life!" (Prof. David Eyes).

6_______Ennio Morricone: Cinema Paradiso

Double Oscar, Grammy and Golden Globe-winning Italian composer Ennio Morricone (1928–) is one
of the most influential soundtrack composers of the 20th century. He was first commissioned by 
Sergio Leone in 1964 orchestrate some of the soundtracks for his film, A Fistful of Dollars. His work
was immediately noticed for its use of instruments such as the accordion, the bell and the electric 
guitar. Afterwards, he received a string of orders, and while he is primarily regarded as a composer for
western films (one of his most famous soundtracks was composed in 1968 for the film Once Upon 
a Time in the West), he has worked in several other genres ranging from comedies, romantic films to
horrors.

Giuseppe Tornatore's 1988 drama, “Cinema Paradiso” in recent decades has become one of the most
famous films of international cinema, on which Morricone collaborated with his son, Andrea.

1_______Ferenc Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 11

Ferenc Liszt (1811–1886) was a Hungarian composer, pianist, conductor and music instructor. He was
one of the greatest pianists of all time, and also one of the most significant composers of 
nineteenth-century Romanticism. The Hungarian Rhapsodies is a set of 19 piano pieces, in which the
composer deals with themes related to Hungary, including themes featuring recruitment and csárdás
motifs. Through the composition and presentation of these works he was able to demonstrate his 
talent and also assert his Hungarian identity. Some of the source pieces were noted by Liszt himself,
based on the performance of musicians.   The Hungarian Rhapsody No. 11 is the Liszt’s re-interpretation
of a folk-style art song, whose virtuoso adaptation is frequently included in the concert programs of
the most acclaimed pianists.

2_______Ernest Bloch: FROM JEWISH LIFE – PRAYER

Ernest Bloch (1880–1959) was a Swiss-American composer, whose early works were influenced by the
romantic tone characterizing Richard Strauss and the impressionism of Claude Debussy. His later, 
mature pieces were mostly inspired by Jewish folk music. 
One of the greatest figures of 20th century American music history, he composed From Jewish Life in
1924, originally for cello and piano. The work comprises three movements: Prayer, Supplication, and
Jewish Song, all of which faithfully reflect the Jewish spirit and soul. The first movement of the Triptych
is Prayer, characterized by an extremely expressive and intense musicality. The version arranged for the
double-bass and piano is a further treat for the audience. 

3_______Marcel Tournier: Étude De Concert Au Matin

Marcel Lucien Tournier (1879–1951) was a French harpist, composer and teacher, who composed 
several excellent solo and chamber pieces for the harp. His compositions expanded the technical and
harmonic limits of the instrument. 
Tournier succeeded his own teacher as a music instructor in 1912 and held the position until 1948,
teaching generations of harpists from France and other European countries, to the United States and
Japan. Acclaimed students include American harpist and teacher Eileen Malone. 
The impressionistic tone of “Au Matin” in many places evokes the sonority of Debussy’s compositions.
The work reflects the atmosphere of the morning and sunrise and the buzzing of awakening nature by
means of continuous arpeggiation.
The so-called flageolets are also interesting, which are created by the musician by touching the 
instrument with the palm, harmonics thus gaining an important role.

P R O G R A M  D E S C R I P T I O N



10_______Niccolò Paganini: Moses Fantasy

Italian violinist and composer Niccolò Paganini (1782–1840) was the most significant violin virtuoso of
early-19th-century Romanticism, who also played the guitar and the viola. In recognition of his 
physicality-defying virtuosity he was called the “Devil's violinist” in his lifetime. His work not only 
inspired violinists, but also the pianists of the Romantic era, including Robert Schumann, Frédéric
Chopin and Ferenc Liszt, who, following in the footsteps of Paganini, were continuously pushing the
boundaries of their own instrument. The fact that a century after his death, in 1934, Sergei Rachmaninoff
composed an orchestra piece entitled Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, demonstrates his influence
on posterity. 

Moses Fantasy is one of his works that requires a high level of skills from the musician. 
Curiously, the entire work is played on a single string, i.e. all the notes have to be sounded by means of
position shifting of the left hand, while, according to the composer’s instructions, the adjacent strings
must not be used. 
This time the solo parts – like a sort of musical duel – are played alternately on the violin and the double-bass.

11_______Astor Piazzolla: Libertango

Argentinian composer and bandoneon player Astor Pantaleón Piazzolla (1921–1992) received his first
bandoneon, an octagonal-shaped concertina, at the age of eight. He studied classical music from the
age of twelve under the guidance of the pianist Béla Wilda, who was of Hungarian origin. 
His music was primarily influenced by tango and jazz and the great classics, in particular Johann 
Sebastian Bach. More than a thousand pieces composed by Piazzola have come down to us, which
are performed around the world in great music halls and small clubs alike. His oeuvre made the tango
and the bandoneon part of classical music. 
Libertango is regarded as one of his most famous works, a forerunner to the modern tango thanks to
its incandescent rhythms and dazzling melodies.

12_______Leonard Bernstein: Mambo

Leonard Bernstein (1918–1990) was an American composer and conductor. One of his most acclaimed
works, West Side Story, won 10 Academy Awards. 
During a career spanning over fifty years he created an oeuvre of orchestral works, musicals, operas,
ballets, film soundtracks, chamber music, piano pieces and songs, but Bernstein was also a highly 
respected conductor. He worked together with orchestras worldwide, most memorably with the New
York Philharmonic.

In 1961 Bernstein composed the orchestral suite Symphonic Dances for West Side Story, which consists
of nine parts. Mambo is at the heart of the composition, which is occasionally presented individually
due to the unrivalled momentum of its orchestration. This time a four-hand version will be performed.

7_______Manuel de Falla: Danza ritual del fuego (Ritual Fire Dance) – excerpt from the ballet El amor 
brujo (The Bewitched Love)

Spanish composer and pianist Manuel de Falla (1876–1946) combined the ardent rhythms and
melodies of Andalusian folk music with modern harmonies and clear classical forms in his works.
During his Parisian years he became familiar with the new musical endeavors of his age, and met 
musicians such as Debussy, Ravel, Dukas, Albéniz etc., whose friendship inspired his career.  

At the breakout of the First World War, Manuel de Falla returned to his native country and later settled
in Granada, marking the start of a very prolific period in his life. The ballet El amor brujo 
(The Bewitched Love) is an outstanding work, the most famous excerpt of which is the Danza ritual del
fuego (Ritual Fire Dance). The piece was inspired by the traditional religious ceremony of fire dances
worshipping the fire god.

8_______Pablo de Sarasate: Zigeunerweisen (Gypsy Airs)

Spanish violinist and composer Martín Pablo de Sarasate y Navascués Melito (1844–1908) gave his first
concert at the age of 8, in Corunna. He would soon become favorite violinist at the court of Queen 
Isabel II. At the age of twelve his mother decided that he should pursue his studies at the Paris 
Conservatoire, where he made his debut as a violinist in 1860. In the following year he was performing
in London. 

At the beginning of his career he composed shorter bravura pieces that also demonstrated his 
virtuoso playing. Hispanic melodies and rhythms are evident in his works. Tonight, one of his most 
famous compositions, the Op. 20, Zigeunerweisen (Gypsy Airs) will be performed by Zoltán Sándor,
accompanied by Apor Szüts on the piano. 

9_______Franz Liszt: Liebesträume No. 3 (Dreams of Love)

Liebesträume No. 3 is the final movement of a set of three piano works written around 1847, and 
originally conceived as a series of Lieder, when the composer became acquainted with Princess 
Carolyne zu Sayn-Wittgenstein. The Lieder are thought to have been inspired by their budding love. 
In a letter dated in 1850 Liszt wrote the following about the conception of his Lieder, “They were born
years ago, bit by bit, one by one, in the midst of my travels and concerts, amid the moments torn from
my external life but to me indispensable moments, when I was forced to compose by the emotions and
the fantasy."
Liebestraum has since been used in numerous films, cartoons, video games and anime series. It has
also been re-arranged in a number of ways and styles by acclaimed representatives of jazz and pop
music. Tonight’s concert will feature Apor Szüts’s transcription for double-bass and harp.



13_______ John Williams: Schindler’s List

American composer and conductor John Towner Williams (1932–) has written a nmerous 
world-famous soundtracks including Star Wars,  Indiana Jones, Jaws, Jurassic Park, Superman, E.T., 
the Extra-Terrestrial, Schindler’s List, Harry Potter I–III, etc. He has also composed music for television
series, as well as individual works.  
Schindler's List is a soundtrack composed for the 1993 film, composed and conducted by John
Williams. The album won the Academy Award for Best Original Score, the BAFTA Award for Best Film
Music, and the Grammy Award for Best Score Soundtrack for Visual Media. It also received a Golden
Globe Award nomination. 
The theme from Schindler's List is one of the best-known contemporary film scores, particularly the 
violin solo. Its performance requires great skill and sensitivity on the part of the musician. 

14_______Apor Szüts: Tango “à la grotesque”

Tango “á la grotesque” was composed in 2016 by the young Hungarian pianist, contestant of the first
series of the Hungarian Virtuózok (Virtuosos) talent show. What makes this piece particularly interesting
is that the rhythms and melodies characterizing the tango are accompanied by a parody of the tango,
in a slightly jazzy environment, spiced with grotesque humor. The orchestration involves sound effects
produced by unique bowing techniques in the violin and the double-bass (e.g. col legno, sul ponticello)
and the simultaneously sounding, recurring, often mutating incipits. Originally composed for string 
orchestra and piano, the piece has been orchestrated by the composer for this special occasion: the
Carnegie Hall audience.  

Budapest (Hungary) – Vienna (Austria)

28 June 2017
Rufus Wainwright: Prima Donna
Production of the Pannon Philharmonic (Pécs, Hungary)

30 June 2017
Udo Zimmermann:  Die Weisse Rose
Production of the Theatre Orchestra Bienne Soleure (Biel, Switzerland)

1 July 2017
Dejan Despic: Priest Cira and Priest Spira
Production of the Serbian National Theatre (Novi Sad, Serbia)

2 July 2017
Michal Dobrzynski: Operetta
Production of the Warsaw Chamber Opera (Warsaw, Poland)

3 July 2017
Martyna Kosecka: Klotho
Production of the Croatian National Theatre (Rijeka, Croatia)

www. armelfestival.org
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A R M E L  O P E R A  F E S T I V A L  –  H U N G A R Y

The Armel Opera Festival is an international opera event with focus on opera rarities
and, especially, contemporary works. One of the peculiarities of the festival is that
new productions, from five different countries each year, are presented in conjunction
with an international talent competition, where the jury select the winner based on
both musical and theatrical skills. 

The Armel Opera Festival celebrates the 10th anniversary of its foundation this year.
The jubilee opera performances will take place in Budapest and Vienna between 
28 June and 4 July.

Since 2010, the productions and concerts presented at the Armel Opera Festival have
also been staged in France and the Czech Republic, the most prestigious concert halls
of Switzerland, in the Berlin Philharmonic Hall, Cadogan Hall and Hackney Empire 
Theatre in London.

The Armel Opera Festival is proud to support young talents and to take part in the 
professional training of young producers of international music festivals.

The Armel Opera Festival co-organized an international Opera Management Course
with Opera Europa in 2013, and as a member of the European Festivals Association, it
was the co-organizer and host of the Festival Academy in 2016, highly popular among
young festival producers and renowned performers from five different continents.

For further information please visit our website: www.armelfestival.org

Published by Armel Nonprofit Kft.
Director: Ágnes Havas   Graphic design: Zsolt Czakó   Editor: Betti Ámon, Katalin Plesz   Translator: Ágnes Hudacsek

H-1065 Budapest, Nagymező utca 22-24.
Telephone +36 (1) 269 3882  E-mail: info@armel.hu  www.armelfestival.org




